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I see Moose McGee is making a play for Lottie Little. She's a gorgeous little dish.

Ixnay, Archie, Ixnay. The Moose is very jealous with her. He's apt to give you a facial for just looking at her.

That big tub of lard give me a facial? Poof! He don't frighten me!

He doesn't frighten me, either, but he could if he tried!

Just a minute, you guys!!

Well, well, well! If it isn't good ol' Moose. Hyaa Moose!
IT APPEARS TO ME
I SAW YOU GUYS
STARING AT MUH GUR-RL!!

N-NOT ME, MOOSE!
YOU KNOW THAT
VERONICA IS MY GIRL!!

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO?
YOU DON'T HAVE A
 GIRL! AND YOU
WERE LOOKIN' AT MINE!

H-HEH, HEH, HEH!
Y'HEAR THAT, ARCH!
MOOSIE DOESN'T EVEN KNOW I'M
GOING STEADY!!

THAT'S A FACT,
MOOSE! JUGHEAD'S
BEST GIRL IS HIS
MOTHER! OTHERWISE,
HE'S A WOMAN-HATER!!

HE BETTER
NOT LET ME
EVER SEE HIM
NEAR LOTTIE
LITTLE!

WHHEW, THAT
WAS CLOSE, JUG!
HE'S GONE!!

FOR AWHILE
THERE I
THOUGHT I WAS
GONE!!

W-WHO M-ME?
DON'T EVER PAY
ATTENTION TO WHAT
I LOOK AT, MOOSIE!
LOOK AT MY EYES!
SEE? NO CONTROL!!

YOU GOIN' STEADY?
WITH WHO??

MY MOTHER!!
I GUESS THE ONLY WAY TO LIVE TO A RIPE OLD AGE IS TO BE CAREFUL NOT TO LOOK AT LOTTIE LITTLE!

I DON'T WANT TO HAVE TO LOOK AT MOOSE ANYMORE, EITHER!

I DON'T TRUST THAT JUGHEAD...

Y'GOTTA BE CAREFUL ABOUT THOSE QUIET ONES!

AND AT SCHOOL--

YOU SENT FOR ME, MR. WEATHERBEE?

YES! COME IN, LOTTIE!

MISS GRUNDY TELLS ME SHE DOESN'T THINK YOU ARE GOING TO PASS YOUR MATH EXAMS, LOTTIE!

OH, DEAR! THAT WOULD BE AWFUL! WHAT DO YOU SUGGEST I DO, MR. WEATHERBEE?

IF I WERE YOU, I WOULD ASK THE BRIGHTEST STUDENT IN THE MATH CLASS TO HELP ME CRAM FOR THE EXAM!

THAT WOULD BE JUGHEAD! I'M SURE HE'LL HELP ME!
WHAT A CHARACTER THAT MOOSE IS/TWO HUNDRED POUNDS OF MUSCLE AND NOT AN OUNCE OF BRAIN!

NO! YOU DO ME ONE... GET LOST!!

YOU MEAN MOOSE? WELL, HE'S NOT TELLING ME WHO I CAN TALK TO!

DON'T LOOK NOW, BUT HE HAS TOLD ME WHO I CAN TALK TO... AND I LOVE THESE TEETH!

SURE! I'D LOVE TO TALK TO YOU. BUT YOU HAVE A CERTAIN BOYFRIEND WHO DOESN'T WANT ME TO!

JUGHEAD! I'M GOING TO FLUNK THE MATH EXAM UNLESS YOU HELP ME CRAM FOR IT. YOU MUST HELP ME, JUGHEAD!

OKAY! OKAY! I'LL HELP YOU CRAM FOR THE EXAM IF YOU'LL ONLY SCRAM BEFORE MOOSE SEES US!
OH, JUGGY, YOU'RE A DEAR! I'LL EXPECT YOU OVER AT MY HOUSE AT EIGHT TONIGHT.

OKAY! OKAY! NOW LET'S GET OUT OF EACH OTHER'S SIGHT BEFORE.

¥IPE! AT HER HOUSE.

WHAT HAVE I DONE?!

IF MOOSE SHOWS UP...

I'VE JUST COMMITTED SUICIDE!!

GOLLY, IT'S EIGHT O'CLOCK AND THERE'S THE DOORBELL! JUGHEAD'S RIGHT ON TIME.

COME IN, JUG...

EEE-EEEK!


O-OH-H, JUGHEAD! YOU FRIGHTENED ME! MY HEART'S BEATING LIKE A TRIP-HAMMER.

IF MOOSE HAD ANSWERED THE DOOR, MINE WOULDN'T BE BEATING AT ALL, BY NOW.

THAT'S WHY YOU WORE A DISGUISE! TEE-HEE! YOU BOYS ARE SO AFRAID OF MOOSIE!

AND SO IN LOVE WITH LIFE!
Besides, Moose only drops in to see me on Wednesday nights! There's the doorbell again -- would you answer it, Jughead, while I find my math books?

Uh, huh!

Oooolp!

Solly! Nobody's home! Goombye! Aintchoo!

Huh? They're not? Okay -- goodbye!

What is it, Jughead?

It's Wednesday night--in person!

Hey!

That's funny! Lottie's usually home on...

Who's kidding who around here??

Nobody home, eh? I'll just wait for nobody to come out!

When I count "three," open the door and jump out of th' way--one, --- two, ---

Good luck, Jughead! I hope you make it!
YOU ASKED FOR IT...AND NOW HERE IT IS...

Your Favorite Comic Hero--ARCHIE and his pals... appearing in a Special 116-Page ANNUAL!

Wait 'til you see the ARCHIE heroes and heroines dating, dancing, tumbling in and out of scrapes...

Each and every story in the ARCHIE ANNUAL is BRAND NEW...You've Never Read Them before!
"HEAT-WAIF"

AGGHH! THIS IS GOING TO TASTE GOOD!

THAT'S MY POINT, JUGHEAD! THE WORST THING YOU CAN DO ON A HOT DAY IS TO GUZZLE A LOT OF ICE COLD DRINKS!

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? (RASP!?) I'M DYING OF THIRST ANYWAY!

MAKE ME UP ABOUT THREE MORE WITH LOTS OF ICE!

DO I? YOU DON'T THINK I'M ORDERING THESE SODAS TO KEEP FROM FREEZING TO DEATH, DO YOU?

NO! STOP!

JUGHEAD JONES! DO YOU REALIZE IT'S OVER NINETY IN THE SHADE?

YOU'RE LIABLE TO KILL YOURSELF!

ALL RIGHT! SO YOU'RE THIRSTY!
YOU CAN DRINK THIS WARM TAP WATER AFTER YOU'VE TAKEN THESE TWO SALT TABLETS? TAKE THEM, JUG!

YAGGKKK!

FEEL BETTER?

NO! I'M THIRSTIER THAN EVER! AND HOTTER, TOO!

I KNOW HOW TO GET YOUR MIND OFF THE HEAT, JUG! COME WITH ME!

WE'LL GO TO AN AIR-CONDITIONED MOVIE, JUGHEAD.... AND AFTER WE GET COOLED OFF IN THERE..... WE CAN HAVE ALL THE COLD DRINKS WE WANT! SEE?

UH-OH! LOOK AT THE LINE!

WE'RE NOT THE ONLY ONES WHO THOUGHT OF THAT!

LET'S WAIT ACROSS THE STREET IN THE PARK..... THAT LINE WON'T LAST LONG IN THIS SUN!

GOOD IDEA! (PHEW!!)
SAY! IT'S DELIGHTFUL UNDER THESE SHADE TREES! WHY DIDN'T WE THINK OF THIS BEFORE?

FOR YOU, MAYBE.... BUT I'M STILL SWEATERING IN THESE LONG PANTS AND THIS SWEATER!

OF COURSE, SILLY! WHY DON'T YOU GO HOME AND CHANGE? MAYBE I WILL AT THAT! I'LL BE RIGHT BACK!

HOWEVER.... WHUPS! HOLD IT SWEETHEART, NO GROWN MANS GONNA SASHAY AROUND IN THIS PARK IN HIS B.V.D.'S WHILE I'M AROUND!

BUT THESE ARE SHORTS OFFICER! THAT'S JUST THE TROUBLE....THEY'RE TOO SHORT!

OKAY! BUT I DON'T SEE WHY WE HAVE TO STEAM OUR SEAMS WHEN OUR THE GIRLS CAN GO AROUND LIKE THAT!

AH.... THE GIRLS!

THAT'S DIFFERENT!
I GUESS YOU’LL JUST HAVE TO SWEAT IT OUT, JUGHEAD!

MAYBE NOT, BETTY!

OFFICER MURPHY HAS JUST GIVEN ME A BRIGHT IDEA!

PSST! IT’S ME.....JUGHEAD!

OH NO!!

OH YES!! IF THIS IS THE ONLY WAY I CAN KEEP COOL THEN THIS IS IT!!

B-BUT WHAT IF OFFICER MURPHY SEES YOU?

HAH! HE’LL NEVER KNOW THE DIFFERENCE!

WATCH!

GOOD AFTERNOON, OFFICER!

HUH?
ER...AND A GOOD AFTERNOON TO YOU, MA'AM!

THANK YOU!

WHERE...IF YOU'LL PARDON THE EXPRESSION...HAVE I SEEN THAT FACE BEFORE??!

SEE? THERE WAS NOTHING TO IT, BETTY!

JUGHEAD! YOUR KERCHIEF!

MAY I?

SOON DID JUGHEAD MANAGE TO BEAT THE HEAT ALL RIGHT, BETTY?

HIS WORRIES ARE OVER, POP!

OFFICER MURPHY PICKED HIM UP AND CLINKED HIM IN THE COOLER!

SAY...THOSE LEMONADES ARE GOOD, AREN'T THEY?
WHAT KIND OF A GIZMO IS THAT, DILTON?

MY LATEST SCIENCE PROJECT, JUGHEAD: AN ELECTRONIC MATE SELECTOR!

A WHICH?

IT’S AN ELECTRONIC BRAIN THAT HELPS TEEN-AGERS WITH THEIR DATING!

RIDICULOUS? WHO WANTS TO GO ON A DATE WITH A MACHINE?
Hey, Dilly? Is your mate selector working yet?

Yes, Ethel! It never misses!

Try it on me, huh? Find me the perfect guy?

Very well! First I'll fill out this punch card for you.

...insert it in this slot...

...wait for the fact scanners...

...to give us the answer... and here it is!

Well, well! Of all the students in this school, the perfect mate for you is Jughead Jones!

Yoo hoo! Jughead! Where are you?
BIG ETHEL’S AFTER ME AGAIN! NOW WHAT?

YOO HO! LOVER BOY! HERE I AM!

THERE YOU ARE!

YOU MAD IMPETUOUS FOOL? I KNEW YOU’D CATCH POOR LITTLE DESENSELESS ME!

CRASH!

IT SAYS HERE THAT YOU AND I ARE ELECTRONICALLY MATED.

BUT BIG ETHEL! MAYBE DILTON WAS KIDDING YOU!

WHAT? IF I THOUGHT HE WAS KIDDING I’D...

OKAY! Y-Y-YOU W-W-WIN!!
Hi, Jughead! Er... hello Big Ethel!

Let’s you buy me a soda!

I can’t! I have a previous date!

I hope you’re not fibbing to me. I hate fibbers. They make me real mad. So mad that...

I wanta shake ’em and shake ’em and...

Bounce ’em up and down till their fillings rattle...

So that’s why I hope you’re not fibbing to me?

Yes! I mean no! I mean yes! I mean...

Whoa!

Nice fella, that Jughead! I’m not too sure though if he’s really my type!
ISN'T THIS WONDERFUL? WE'LL BE LIKE TWO LOVE BIRDS!

YEAH... VULTURES!

I WANT TO DATE YOU STEADY! CALL FOR ME AT EIGHT TONIGHT AND DON'T BE LATE!

WHAT A MESS? CUPID MUST BE WHIRLING IN HIS GRAVE!

DILLY, PLEASE GET BIG ETHEL OFF MY NECK!

SEE, JUG? IT'S NOT MY FAULT!

I KNOW, BUT I'M DESPERATE! CAN'T YOUR MACHINE GIVE ME A RE-COUNT OR SOMETHING?

HMM... MAYBE...

LET'S SEE... I SHIFT THIS CONDENSOR... MOVE THE INDUCTANCE COIL AND ADJUST THE...

KEEP GOING!

OKAY, JUG? GO GET BIG ETHEL THIS TIME HER CARD WILL READ LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY!

DILLY, YOU'RE A PAL!
WHAT DO WE HAVE TO DO IT OVER FOR?

BECAUSE DILLY SAYS THE MACHINE WAS BROKEN BEFORE.

OKAY ETHEL! HERE WE GO! I'LL PUT IN A BRAND NEW CARD FOR YOU!

CHUG!
CLANG!
PING

HERE COMES THE ANSWER!

IN ANOTHER SECOND I'LL BE A FREE MAN!

IT STILL SAYS JUGHEAD JONES!

THE MACHINE DOUBLE-CROSSED ME? IT WAS AFRAID TO LIE TO BIG ETHEL!

LOVER BOY? DREAM BOAT? SWEETIE?

FROM NOW ON MY MOTTO IN LIFE IS... DOWN WITH SCIENCE!
PARDON MY COMPUTER

WHAT'S WRONG, JUG?

I'M WORRIED, ARCHIE! I HAVE A CREEPY FEELING THAT SOMETHING AWFUL IS GONNA HAPPEN TO ME!

JUGGIE--YOU'RE SO RIGHT!

WE, THE MEMBERS OF THE UNITED GIRLS AGAINST JUGHEAD DO SOLEMNLY PLEDGE TO DO EVERYTHING POSSIBLE TO BREAK JUGHEAD'S SPIRIT! FEMALES UNITED--ONE FOR ALL!

GLADIR / SCHWARTZ / EPP
FELLOW MEMBERS, WE MUST STAMP OUT "CREEPING JUGHEAD-ISM!" JUGHEAD IS ANTI-GIRL! HE'S A MENACE TO ROMANCE!

IN FACT, HE'S THE ONLY BOY WE GIRLS CAN'T PUSH AROUND!

DOWN WITH JUGHEAD!

WE'VE GOT TO KEEP HIS IDEAS FROM SPREADING! WE MUST GET HIM TO FALL IN LOVE!

HOW? HE'S JUST NOT INTERESTED IN GIRLS!

WE'LL SIMPLY FIND THE RIGHT GIRL FOR JUGHEAD-- BY AUTOMATION!!

AUTOMATION?!

“THE BRAIN” WILL NOW EXPLAIN!

MEANWHILE

YOU'RE WEARING A HOLE IN POP'S FLOOR!

I CAN'T HELP IT! THIS FEELING OF DOOM IS GETTING WORSE!
AND BACK AT THE MEETING...

USING SCIENTIFIC DATE METHODS, I MADE A LIST OF ALL JUGHEAD'S TRAITS!

--HIS LIKES? HIS DISLIKES?
HIS HOBBIES? HIS HEIGHT?
WEIGHT? FAVORITE FOODS?
EVERYTHING!

SO WHAT DO WE DO NOW?
WE PUT ALL THIS DATA INTO AN IBM COMPUTER!

AN IBM COMPUTER?
THERE'S ONE IN DADDY'S FACTORY, AROUND THE CORNER!
I TOLD DADDY THIS WAS A SCHOOL PROJECT!

"BRAIN", YOU'RE THE MOST!
THE COMPUTER WILL DESCRIBE THE PERFECT GIRL FOR JUGHEAD! HE CAN'T WIN AGAINST SCIENCE!

SOMEHOW--SOMEBWHERE--I'M BEING TRAPPED!!
Hi, Charlie!

Hello, Miss Langley! Your dad told me to expect you!

Here's the computer! I hope you know what you're doing!

Yes, of course! You can go now!

First, we type our Jughead data on this special tape!

Next, we feed the processed tape into the machine!

It's closing in! It's closing in!

Now, with this code card, we ask the machine to describe Jugger's Soulmate!

Here goes!
IT FAILED! WE ASKED TOO MUCH OF IT!

THE "BRAIN" IS RIGHT! EVEN A COMPUTER CAN'T GET THE BEST OF JUGHEAD!

GEE! ALL OF A SUDDEN-- I FEEL FINE AGAIN!

THAT'S FUNNY! WHAT HAPPENED TO HIM, POP?

HOW DO I KNOW? AM I AN IBN COMPUTER?

DON'T GET COMPLACENT, JUGHEAD... THE U.G.A.J. WILL STRIKE AGAIN.
MINE! ALL MINE! ANYBODY THAT TOUCHES THESE LOVELY CREATURES HAS ME TO ANSWER TO!

HEY, JUG! WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH...

TO THE DEATH, YOU SWINE! THEIR PURITY SHALL NOT BE TARNISHED!

HEY! WHA...?
CHIVALRY SHALL VANQUISH EVIL!

CRUNCH!

YOU KNOW WHAT I THINK OF THAT WHOLE BUSINESS?

WHAT, JUGGIE?

YECH!

(GROAN) - WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?

HE SAW THAT PICTURE, "TWO LOVES HAVE I."

HE WAS DEMONSTRATING HOW IDIOTIC THE WHOLE THING WAS!

HE DIDN'T HAVE TO DEMONSTRATE SO HARD!

HE HAD ME WORRIED!
FOR A MINUTE I THOUGHT HE WAS MOVING IN ON OUR TERRITORY!

ME, TOO! BUT I GUESS WE DON'T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT THE LOYALTY OF THESE CUTE CHICKS!

ON YOUR WAY, JUNIOR! VAMOOSE!

HE WAS SO MASTERFUL! THE MOST THRILLING EXPERIENCE I EVER HAD!

WE MUST HAVE HIM RUN THROUGH IT AGAIN!

...BUT HOW? HE CONSIDERS IT IDIOTIC!

IT’S GOOD FOR A GIRL’S MORALE!
I THiNK IF WE WERE REALLY MENACED, HE’D INSTINCTIVELY PROTECT US!

WOUlD YOU LIKE TO MAKE A LITTLE MONEY CHASING US?

YOU WANT TO PAY ME FOR IT?

HMM?

GRROOWL!

THAT’S IT! TRY TO LOOK REAL WOLF-LIKE!

YOu-ER-DIDN’T MENTION JUGGIE!

OF COURSE NOT!

WE WANT THE CHlVALROUS RESCUE TO BE SPONTANEous!

-AND WHAT WOLFMAN DOESN’T KNOW WON’T HURT HIM? ... OR WILL IT?
HELP! JUGGIE!
SAVE US FROM
THIS MONSTER.

CHARLIE!!

JUGHEAD!
YOU OL' SON
OF A GUN!

CHARLIE!
YOU OL' HORSE THIEF!

DID YOU LOVE SICK LASSIES CATCH UP TO YOUR KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR?

THAT WE DID!

WE PRESENTED HIM WITH A NEW HELMET AS A LITTLE TOKEN OF OUR APPRECIATION.

HOLD STILL, JUG!
I THINK IT'S COMING!

END
HI, CHUCK! ALL SET TO SWING AT THE SCHOOL DANCE TONIGHT?

NEGATIVE, ARCH! I HAVEN'T ASKED ANYONE YET!

WHAT'RE YOU WAITING FOR? YOU'VE ONLY GOT A FEW HOURS!

I KNOW! BUT I'VE NEVER ASKED A GIRL FOR A DATE BEFORE! I'M AFRAID I'LL BE TURNED DOWN!
There's nothing to it! Just play it cool and the girl will ask you!

That'll be the day! How do I do that?

Just watch me! I'll have Betty asking me to the dance in no time!

Hi, Betty! You hear about the dance tonight?

Sure! I know all about it! Why?

Hi, Betty! You hear about the dance tonight?

Sure! I know all about it! Why?

It should be a groove! But I suppose a swingin' chick like you has already been asked?

As a matter of fact no one's asked me yet? I'd love to go! I hear it's going to be something else!
DON'T EVER SPEAK TO ME AGAIN!

WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?

THAT'S WHAT THEY SAY! IT SURE WOULD BE NICE TO BE ABLE TO GO!

WELL, IF YOU DON'T HAVE A DATE, I'LL BE GLAD TO GO WITH YOU!

OH, I HAVE A DATE ALREADY! VERONICA IS GOING WITH ME!

SEE, CHUCK? IT'S EASY! YOU JUST LET THEM ASK YOU!
ARCHIE WAS SHOWING ME HOW TO GET A DATE BY PLAYING IT DUMB.

NATURALLY! THAT'S HOW HE DOES EVERYTHING!

BESIDES, WHAT DOES DUM-DUM KNOW ABOUT DATES AND GIRLS?

YOU WANT A FEW POINTERS? WATCH THE MASTER AT WORK!

THE FIRST THING YOU'VE GOT TO LEARN IS CONFIDENCE! BE MASTERFUL! CHICKS LIKE A GUY WHO TAKES CHARGE! LISTEN, LOOK AND LEARN!
MIDGE, BABY, THIS IS YOUR LUCKY DAY! I'VE DECIDED TO TAKE YOU TO THE DANCE!

OH, HAPPY DAY! HOW LUCKY CAN A GIRL GET?

ARE YOU FOR REAL?

I KNOW IT'S HARD FOR YOU TO BELIEVE YOUR GOOD LUCK!

YOU REALLY COME ON STRONG, REGGIE! SEE HOW EXCITED I AM?

THAT'S WHAT THEY ALL SAY! WHAT'LL IT BE—YES OR NO?

NO!

...AND DON'T COME BACK!

CHO SH
SHUCKS! NEITHER SYSTEM WORKED, NOW I'LL NEVER KNOW HOW TO GET A DATE WITH GEORGETTE!

COOL IT, MY BASHFUL BUDDY.

THERE'S ALWAYS THE JUGHEAD JONES METHOD?

WHAT'S THAT?

HEY, CHUCK, I SEE YOU MADE IT TO THE DANCE WITH YOUR CHICK! WHOSE SYSTEM DID YOU USE... MINE OR ARCHIE'S?

NEITHER? I USED JUGHEAD'S?

HIS WAS THE EASIEST! HE TOLD ME TO ASK HER... AND IT WORKED!
Jughead, my boy, we're taking the class pictures tomorrow!

Yes, sir, I saw the notice on the bulletin board.

I-er-would like to make a very small request.

Yes, sir?

I think it would be nice if you wore a jacket and a tie.
I NEVER wear ties, sir! It's against my principles! Infringes on my constitutional right of free dress! Sorry! No ties!

MY BOY, YOUR IMPASSIONED DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE IS MOST ADMIRABLE! IF I MIGHT BE ALLOWED TO RE-PHRASE MY REQUEST?

LET ME PUT IT THIS WAY! I CAN'T FORCE you to wear a tie! However, if you don't, you and your grandchildren will be in the same grade by the time you're out of detention!

ER... AFTER MUCH SERIOUS THOUGHT, SIR, I'VE HAD A COMPLETE REVERSAL OF ATTITUDE! I THOUGHT you'd see it my way! Good boy!

NEXT DAY:

THAT'S JUGHEAD?

THAT'S WHAT ARCHIE SAYS... BUT IT SEEMS SO IMPOSSIBLE!
NO SENSE WRINKLING OUR JACKETS UNTIL IT'S TIME FOR THE PICTURE!

IT'S THE TIE I'D LIKE TO GET RID OF!

JONES FORSYTHE P., REPORTING FOR INSPECTION, SIR!

RAISE THE SHADE SO I CAN GET A GOOD LOOK AT YOU!

RATTLE! RATTLE YIPE!

SILLY THING CAUGHT IN THE ROLLER! A GUY COULD GET KILLED WEARING A TIE!

LET'S NOT OVERTDO IT!
LOOK AT THAT! YOU NEARLY PULLED THE SHADE BRACKET OUT OF THE WALL!

HAND ME THE SCREWDRIVER! IT'S IN THE TOP DRAWER OF MY DESK!

ACK!

GO! GO TO CLASS! GO MAKE LIFE MISERABLE FOR MISS GRUNDY!

YOU'RE LATE! SIT DOWN AND GET TO WORK! AND STRAIGHTEN YOUR TIE!
Miss Grundy, my pencil broke!

Let's not panic! Go sharpen it!

Ties! Bah! I'd like to get my hands on the guy who invented ties!

Grind! Grind!

Are you still complaining?

I insisted he wear a tie for the class picture.

It's only right!

It's easy for her to say! Women don't wear the silly things!

Grind Grind

Uh-oh!

Er... Mister Weatherbee...
NICE TRY, BUT NO CIGAR! I'VE GOT A SPARE TIE IN MY OFFICE! MOVE IT!

THAT'S MORE LIKE IT! CLOSE THE DOOR AND GET BACK TO CLASS!

SLAM! GRAK!

SIGH! IT DOES ADD A TOUCH OF VARIETY, I GUESS!
Jughead: You say something, Betty?

Betty: Not a word!

Jughead: I'd have sworn you said, "Jingle Jingle."

Betty: Why would I say that?

Jughead: I don't know! Maybe to make conversation.

Betty: I'd hope I could do better than that!

Jughead: Like "nice weather, don't you think?" or "how's your mother?" If I just wanted to make small talk!
THERE! I JUST HEARD IT AGAIN! IT'S COMING FROM BEHIND THE FENCE!

ANYTHING UNUSUAL BACK THERE?

JUST A COUPLE OF BALD GUYS WITH FLOWING, STRIPED ROBES AND BELLS AROUND THEIR WAIST!

THAT SOUNDS PRETTY UNUSUAL TO ME!

I'VE SEEN STRANGER THINGS!

ONCE I SAW MY UNCLE HARRY EAT A WHOLE JAR OF PEANUT BUTTER!

LOTS OF PEOPLE HAVE DONE THAT!

WITHOUT OPENING THE JAR? POOR GUY COULDN'T TALK FOR A WEEK!

WHAT WERE THOSE TWO MEN DOING BEHIND THE FENCE?

NOT MUCH! THEY WERE BOTH KIND OF CROUCHED DOWN LOOKING UP AT ME!
OH YEAH! ONE OF THEM HAD A BIG SACK, LIKE THE KIND YOU PUT POTATOES IN!

IT SEEMS TO ME THE MEN IN STRIPED ROBES, CROUCHING BEHIND A FENCE, ARE A BIT MORE BIZARRE THAN YOUR UNCLE?

JUGGIE? NOW WHERE DID HE GO?

THERE’S NOBODY BACK HERE! WHO’S HE TRYING TO KID?

BALD MEN IN STRIPED ROBES WITH BELLS? WHAT A JOKER THAT BOY IS!

MAKE SURE HE’S TIED SECURELY!

MAY I ASK WHERE YOU GUYS ARE TAKING ME?

QUIET, THIEF!
THIEF: WELL, LA-OEE-VA! Arent we the name-callers? Chrome domes! Bell-wearers! Kidnappers!

AND DIDNT ANYONE EVER TELL YOU THAT STRIPES MAKE YOU LOOK SKINNY?"

WE HAD TO GET A WISE GUY!

YOU'D BE IRRITABLE TOO IF SOMEBODY PUT A SACK OVER YOUR HEAD AND SHOVED YOU INTO A VAN!

CANT YOU STICK A SOCK INTO HIS MOUTH, OR SOMETHING?

YOU KNOW WHAT THE BIGA SHEESH SAYS: "SPEECH IS THE LIFE FORCE OF THE MIND..."

...AND CAN BE STOPPED NO MORE THAN THE BREATH OF THE BODY!"

HEY! THAT'S QUITE A MOUTHFUL OF LIFE FORCE! WHO IS THIS BIG CHEESE, ANYWAY?

THAT'S BIGA SHEESH, YOU USURPER!

I'M NOT A SURFER!

I SAID "USURPER!" THAT'S ONE WHO TAKES THE PLACE OF ONE WHOSE PLACE IS IRREPLACEABLE!

HELLO? I THINK WE HAVE A BAD CONNECTION!
WE'RE HERE! GET HIM INSIDE!

GLADLY! I WANT TO GET HIM OUT OF MY HAIR!

YOU GREW HAIR?

HEY! NICE PLACE YOU GOT HERE! A LITTLE GAUDY, BUT I CAN TELL YOU'RE A FLAMBOYANT LITTLE GROUP!

THIS IS THE USURPER? YES, YOUR CHEESI... I MEAN, SHEESHINESS! HE WEARS THE CROWN!

I WANT IT! GIVE ME THE CROWN!

HEEY? THE LAW OF OUR SECT PROHIBITS VIOLENCE! BUT, BOY, ARE YOU GONNA GET IT IN THE AFTERLIFE!

AND IF I DON'T GET MY HAT BACK, YOU'RE GONNA GET IT IN THIS LIFE!

WITH THE WEARING OF THIS CROWN THE LAWS OF THE GREAT GOD, HAROLD, ARE RESTORED!

HEEY! THIS AIN'T MY CROWN!

HAROLD?
THIS IS SIZE 7 1/4! I TAKE A SIZE 6 3/4 CROWN! YOU GUYS GOOFED!

HERE, KID! TAKE YOUR STUPID-LOOKING CROWN AND GET LOST! SHEE-EESH!

JUGGIE, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

I'VE BEEN OFF BY MYSELF, THINKING....

I'M A FAIRLY TOLERANT, EASY-GOING PERSON, AREN'T I, BETTY?

I WOULD SAY SO!

WELL, I'VE DECIDED I JUST CAN'T HAVE ANY RESPECT FOR A GROUP OF GUYS THAT WORSHIPS A GOD NAMED HAROLD!

EASY-GOING? ...YES! TOLERANT? YES! EASY TO TOLERATE? NO!
Stop!!!
I want a malted!!!
I need a malted!!!
And put a pickle in it!!!

Mrs. Jones, we can't stop for food now!!!
It's not for her... it's for me!!!
Hello, Pizza Parlor...

What??

You ain't got yer pizza yet??

Our phones are ringing off the hooks...

...and those morons are driving around in circles!!!
HEE Y, YOU GUYS... I'M PAYING YOU TO DELIVER PIZZAS!!!

GO AROUND THE BLOCK ONCE MORE, ARCH!!!

MAYBE I CAN GRAB A SODA!!!

I KNOW THIS IS A DELIVERY VAN...

... BUT I'D RATHER HAVE MY BABY IN THE HOSPITAL!!!
I need the hospital, too, Arch...

I just ate the lid to that pizza box!!!

Oh, great! Now I've got two babies to take care of!!!

Groan!

Take it easy you two! I'll hop on the parkway and have us there in no time...

Honk! Honk!!

Beep! ...I think!

We haul it
THIS TRAFFIC'S BUMPER TO BUMPER! WE'RE NOT GOING ANYWHERE!
I DON'T THINK THE BABY'S GOING TO UNDERSTAND THAT!
HEY, WHAT'S THE PROBLEM UP THERE? GET MOVING!!! WHAT ARE YOU BLIND?...

BEEP! HONK!

...THIS OVERTURNED JELLYBEAN TRUCK HAS THE WHOLE PARKWAY BLOCKED.

HONK!

HONK!

JUGHEAD, I CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER! GET SOME HELP!!

SURE THING, MOM! JUST SIT STILL! C'MON, ARCH!

IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE JAM?!

YOU WOULDN'T HAPPEN TO BE A DOCTOR WOULD YOU?

HEAVENLY PIZZA

CONTINUED (5)
Hey, Jughead! Is that you? Dr. Hamilton! It's a miracle! What are you doing here?

Hey look, Arch, it's my mom's doctor! He got hung up in this jam on his way to the hospital, too!

Great!

C'mon, Mrs. Jones! That's the way! Just one more push! Keep up that breathing!

What are they doing in there? Aerobics?

Heavenly Pizza
WAH! SHEEH! I CAN'T HEAR A THING OVER THAT CRYING!

BUT, JUG, DON'T YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS?

THE BABY'S HERE!

THE BABY?!!

YEE-HAH!!!

WE DID IT!

WHAT ARE YOU DOING, JUGHEAD?

THERE'S NO POINT IN LETTING ALL THESE PERFECTLY GOOD BOXES OF JELLYBEANS GO TO WASTE!

HERE YOU ARE! I'M A BROTHER!

CONGRATULATIONS!

HERE YOU ARE! I'M A BROTHER!

WHAT A GUY!

ZIP!
LATER...

THANK GOODNESS THEY'RE FINALLY HERE. WHAT COULD'VE KEPT THEM SO LONG AFTER I GOT THEIR MESSAGE!

AN OVERTURNED JELLYBEAN TRUCK!

SCOUTS HONOR!

HOSPITAL EMERGENCY!

SCREECH!

WHY DON'T YOU HAVE A SEAT HERE IN THE WAITING ROOM, JUG? I'LL CALL BETTY AN' VERONICA!

OKAY! YOU DO THAT!

BY THE WAY, IS IT A BOY OR A GIRL?

OHH, IT WAS A...

OMIGOSH! I FORGOT TO ASK!

WHAT KIND OF BROTHER? TAKE AM I NOT EVEN KNOWING WHAT SEX THE KID IS!

SOON...!

HI, GUYS! WE RAN RIGHT OVER!

HOW'S JUGHEAD?

WAITING ROOM
A LITTLE DEJECTED! HE FORGOT TO ASK IF IT WAS A BOY OR A GIRL!

SIGH:

EXCUSE ME BUT DO THEY CALL YOU "JUGHEAD"?

YES!

WOULD YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS LIKE TO COME SEE YOUR NEW SISTER?

S...S...S...

S...SISTER! I'VE GOT A LITTLE SISTER!

CONGRATULATIONS, JUGGY!

SMACK!

SHE'S BEAUTIFUL!

WHAT A CUTIE!

AT LEAST SHE DOESN'T HAVE MY NOSE!
LATER...

WELL, SON! DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS FOR A NAME FOR HER?

HMMMM! WELL, I DO HAVE AN IDEA FOR A NICKNAME!

HOW ABOUT JELLYBEAN, SINCE THAT TRUCK CAUSED THE TRAFFIC JAM!

JUGHEAD AND JELLYBEAN! THAT COULD KIND OF GROW ON ME!

SHE'S GOING TO BE SOME LITTLE GIRL!

SHE'S ALREADY ACCOMPLISHED ONE THING!

SHE BROUGHT A NEW MEANING TO OUR PIZZA SLOGAN!

RIVERDALE HOSPITAL

HEAVENLY PIZZA
EVERY DELIVERY A BLESSED EVENT!

...AND THAT'S THE WILD, WACKY STORY OF JELLYBEAN'S BIRTH! IF WE HADN'T SEEN IT, WE WOULDN'T HAVE BELIEVED IT, EITHER!
You're doing the grocery shopping, Jug?

These aren't groceries, they're provisions!

Extreme weather! Never know when you'll be snowbound. Don't want to be caught without necessities!

I.e., junk food!

TSK, TSK, poor Archie!
WHAT ABOUT ARCHIE?

HE WANTED TO ASK VERONICA OUT, BUT REGGIE BEAT HIM TO IT!

HE TOLD YOU THAT?

HE DIDN'T HAVE TO! HIS SNOWMAN DID!

SOME PEOPLE READ TEA LEAVES! SOME READ PALMS! I READ SNOWMEN!

I KNEW YOU WERE NUTTY! NOW I KNOW, I KNOW!

IT'S VERY OBVIOUS, JUGGERS! LOOK!

SEE HOW TIGHTLY PACKED? THE PERSON WHO BUILT THIS WAS FRUSTRATED! TENSE!

BUT HOW DO YOU KNOW IT'S ARCHIE?

IT'S BEEN TIPPED OVER AT LEAST A DOZEN TIMES! WHO ELSE IS THAT CLUMSY?
THE REST OF THE SAD STORY IS SIMILARLY EASY TO FIGURE OUT!

TRULA, YOU SHOULD GET Indoors! YOUR Brain IS ALL FROSTBITTEN!

DO YOU BELIEVE THAT regression? Cutting in on my time with VERONICA AGAIN?

BY THE WAY, HOW DO YOU LIKE MY SNOWMAN?

YOU SEE, JUGGERS, THE SNOWMAN A PERSON BUILDS IS AS DISTINCTIVE AS FINGERPRINTS!
OH, FOR...

TAKE THIS ONE, FOR INSTANCE!

NOTE THE BEADY EYES, THE INSINCERE SMILE, THE LARGER-THAN-LIFE HEAD!

THAT SOUNDS LIKE REGGIE TO A "T."

EXACTLY!

CAREFUL, POOL!

CUE SNOOT! YOU'RE CASTING SHADOWS ON MY HANDIWORK!

SOME ARE MORE OBVIOUS THAN OTHERS!

ONLY BIG MOOSE WOULD FORGET THE HEAD!

I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF THIS NONSENSE!

COME ON, ARCH!

DILT!

I FIND IT FASCINATING!

SHOW ME MORE, TRULA!

GULP!

ZOOM!
What's this, the Christmas push?

I want to get to the top of the ridge before Trula does!

I built a snowman there yesterday!

Oh! So?

I don't need to give that frozen Freud another excuse to poke around in my psyche!

She thinks she can figure me out? No one understands Jughead Jones!

Here! Here!

Looks like an average snowperson to me!

But who knows what Trula would read into it?
JUG...

STOMP! STOMP!

SLOOOSH!

INTERESTING THEORY, I MUST SAY, TRULA!

TELL ME... WHO BUILT THIS SNOWMAN?

HMM... IT'S VERY UNUSUAL! I CAN'T SAY FOR SURE...

BUT IT LOOKS TO ME LIKE IT HAS A LOT OF JUGHEAD IN IT!

THE END
REG! YOU WANT TO SEE SOMETHING WILD?!

YOU MEAN BEHIND ME?

Hey, Jughead! Say "Table for Two" to us in French!

Are you nuts?

You know I don't speak French. Not a word of it! Never taken a French class in my life!
That's too bad, there was a double bacon cheddar cheeseburger in it for you! Right here, right now!

Line table pour deux, s'il vous plaît, and pass the ketchup!

Whose leg do you think you're pulling? That was lame!

It's no gag! It's just Jughead!

Gulp! Gulp!

When food is on the line, he's able to draw on amazing resources from deep within!

Nonsense!

Try it yourself!

Hey, useless! Let's see you stand on your head!

Who? Me?

I'm no acrobat! I get dizzy looking down to tie my shoes!

Got room for another one of those cheeseburgers in you?
ON ONE HAND, YET!

WHY DIDN'T YOU MENTION THE BURGER IN THE FIRST PLACE?!

HEY, VERONICA! SOMETHING WRONG?

IT'S AWFUL!

TODAY'S THE BIG DISTRICT CHESS TOURNAMENT!

YEAH! WE'LL WIN EASILY!

WE'VE GOT DILTON DOILEY! HE OF THE COMPUTER BRAIN!

THAT'S JUST IT! DILTON'S DOWN WITH A VIRUS!

DILTON'S OUT? THAT'S BAD! MR. WEATHERBEE HAS BEEN BRAGGING TO THE CENTRAL HIGH PRINCIPAL THAT WE'LL WIN!

HE'LL HAVE TO EAT HIS WORDS!

HMM... EAT, HUH? JUGHEAD, WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT CHESS?

I KNOW THAT CHILI BURGERS ARE VERY TASTY!
ARE YOU CRAZY? PUTTING HIM UP AGAINST CHESSE CHAMPS? HE DOESN'T KNOW A KNIGHT FROM A ROOK!

IS THAT THE HORSEY-LOOKING THING?

JUG, THE CHESS CLUB WILL SPRING FOR A WHOLE BIG PLATTER OF CHILI BURGERS!

KEEP 'EM WARM! I'VE GOT A KING TO CAPTURE!

AMAZING! PHENOMENAL!

WHERE DID THIS GENIUS COME FROM?

FROM HUNGER!

SET 'EM UP AGAIN! BUT HURRY--I'VE GOT LUNCH WAITING!

THAT WAS REMARKABLE! GREAT JOB, JUGGIE!

NO, THIS IS REMARKABLE!

YUM!

OH, NO! THIS VIRUS IS MORE WIDESPREAD THAN WE'D THOUGHT! CHUCK CLAYTON AND MOOSE ARE DOWN TOO!
JUGHEAD, ARE YOU UP FOR A SWIM MEET?

ARE YOU UP FOR HAMBURGER MEAT?

THE SWIM MEET...

WHO IS THAT BOY? HE'S CHURNING UP THE WATER LIKE A SUPER-SONIC PADDLE WHEEL!

HE'S GOT A SirLOIN BURGER WAITING FOR HIM AT THE OTHER END!

HOW CAN ANYONE SWIM SO FAST?

The Wrestling Match...

Too bad Moose is sick, but his replacement is fantastic!

WOW! HE'S COMING UP WITH SOME FANCY HOLDS!

On his opponent or on his sandwich?
THE PRINCIPAL'S CALLED A SPECIAL ASSEMBLY TO GIVE YOU AN AWARD!

GULP! AS LONG AS I DON'T HAVE TO SPEAK!

DON'T WORRY, LAD! I'LL DO ALL OF THE TALKING!

GOOD! I'LL FREEZE UP IN FRONT OF A BIG CROWD!

LATER...

BAD NEWS! MR. WEATHERBEE TWISTED HIS ANKLE!

HE CAN'T DO THE ASSEMBLY!

WHO'S GOING TO REPLACE HIM AT THE PODIUM!? WE'VE GOT NOBODY! UNLESS--

ON BEHALF OF MR. WEATHERBEE AND RIVERDALE HIGH, I'D LIKE TO PRESENT ME WITH THIS SPECIAL AWARD--

KEEP THE SPEECH SHORT AND THERE'S AN EXTRA SLAB OF CHEESE IN IT FOR YOU!
—MY LORD, THE TOWN OF TRAGROTH IS IN NEED OF YOUR BLADE! PLEASE COLLECT 100 SPOCKLEBERRIES AND THEN WALK EXACTLY ALONG THIS CLEARLY MARKED PATH TO FIND THE MAGICIAN GARETH WHO WILL—

—THANK YOU, GOOD KNIGHT. THE DRAGON HAS BEEN SLAIN. HERE ARE SEVEN DRAGONDOLLARS FOR YOUR TROUBLE FROM MY POUCH FULL OF DRAGONDOLLARS, I—WAIT, WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH YOUR SWORD? I—NO! NO, PLEASE—

—HELLO, I APPEAR TO BE A DRAGON, BUT I’M REALLY A PRINCE WHO HAS UNDERGONE A CURSE AND I—WAIT, WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH YOUR SWORD—

—JUST COLLECT 500 WEEDS OF MEL-VON AND BRING THEM BACK TO MY HUT TO RECEIVE A FANTASTIC BLADE AND—WAIT, WHAT ARE—

SLORK!
PLRCH! BOSF!
PLFT! DING! CHNK!
DINGDINGDING!

—I NOW PRONOUNCE YOU HUSBAND AND SWORD—

—ALL EVIL HAS BEEN BANISHED, MY LORD. THIS QUEST IS OVER. WAIT, WHAT ARE YOU—

PLRF!
SCHLAK! CHORK!
DING! SPLAT! DING!
DING! DINGDINGDING—

ding?
SCHLORP!

GO GET HIM, BOY.
JUGHEAD!

I'VE BEEN TEXTING YOU ALL MORNING, I--

GAH!

YOU DUMB MUTT! I JUST GOT THIS JACKET!

JUGHEAD!

HELP!

NICE JACKET, ARCH.

WHAT'S THE "R" STAND FOR?

...RIVERDALE RIVERDALE HIGH.

SAME AS MY OLD JACKET?

AND WHERE WE NEED TO BE IN TEN MINUTES?

Hmm, story checks out.

WHERE'S YOUR CAR?

I THOUGHT YOU WERE GIVING ME A LIFT?

MAN, IT'S CONKED OUT AGAIN.

I SWEAR, I HAVE THE WORST LUCK.

YEAH, WHAT ARE THE ODDS A "VINTAGE" CAR THAT SMELLS LIKE MY GRANDFATHER BATHED IN OIL WOULD BREAK DOWN A LOT? WEIRD, MAN. WEIRD.

YAWN!

WAIT, DID YOU STAY UP ALL NIGHT PLAYING DRAGONCIDE VII?

YUP. BEAT IT TOO.

HOW ARE YOU STILL AWAKE?

YOU KNOW THAT'S NOT HOW BODIES WORK.

I JUST TOLD YOU, MY BODY DOESN'T WORK. THAT'S HOW I STAY AWAKE. NOW WHO NEEDS SOME SLEEP?

I MOVE SO LITTLE AND EAT SO MUCH,

I NO LONGER NEED TO SLEEP TO FEEL REJUVENATED. I AM LIKE UNTO A GOD.

ARCHIE ANDREWS. RESPECT ME AS SUCH.

HEY, IS THAT BETTY?

WAKE UP, PEOPLE!
GREEN SPACE IN RIVERDALE IS DISAPPEARING!
SO MANY OF THE SPOTS WE PLAYED IN WHEN WE
WERE LIT ARE NOW STRIP MALLS AND
PARKING LOTS!

SIGN THIS
PETITION TO
LET LODGE
INDUSTRIES
KNOW THAT WE
CARE ABOUT
FOX FOREST
AND SAY NO
TO HIS
HIGH-PRICED
GATED
COMMUNITY!

WAIT.
MR. LODGE
OWNS FOX
FOREST?

SERIOUSLY? YOU DON'T CARE
ABOUT THE FOREST WE PLAYED
IN AS KIDS?

SURE, BUT HOW'S THIS
GOING TO HELP? YOU
THINK LODGEY WILL
READ THE NAMES
OUT LOUD TO HIMSELF
IN HIS MANSION, EACH
UTTERANCE PULLING
ANOTHER TEAR
FROM HIS CRUSTY
OLD EYE?

“TH-TH-PEOPLE!
HOW COULD I HAVE BEEN
SO BLIND? FETCH ME
MY LIMO, SMITHERS, SO
I CAN GO FLOOD DOWNTOWN
WITH CHRISTMAS TURKEYS!”

AHH! VIOLENT
NON-VIOLENT
PROTESTER?
HELP!

JUGHEAD JONES!
WHY DO YOU INSIST ON
LIVING SUCH A HOLLOW LIFE?!

APPEARENTLY IT’S PART OF THE
LAND HE BOUGHT WHEN HE
MOVED HERE.*

AND HE’S
WASTED NO
TIME TRYING TO
UNLOAD IT FOR
A PROFIT, LIKE,
doesn’t he
HAVE ENOUGH
MONEY?

NO.

*ARCHIE VOL. 2 #2/ IT’S PRETTY
GOOD, IMO. --CHI.

AH-HH, DON’T
LISTEN TO
VERONICA.

JUG? CARE TO
MARK YOUR
LEGAL NAME
HERE?

NAH.
IT’S COOL.

HEY! DON’T SMACK
THE MESSENGER! I DIDN’T
SAY I LIKED THE WORLD!
I’M JUST A REALIST!

TELL MRS.
GRUNDY I JUST HAVE TO
PACK UP MY “UNREALISTIC
PROTEST” SETUP FIRST!

UH, SEE
YOU IN
CLASS,
Betts.
MAN, YOU'RE SO CYNICAL. IS THERE ANYTHING YOU'D ACTUALLY FIGHT FOR?

WHY YOU GOTTA BE LIKE THAT?? JUST 'CAUSE BETTY BELIEVES IN A CAUSE DOESN'T MEAN YOU GET TO RAIN ALL OVER IT.

SORRY IF I'M JUST WISE BEYOND MY YEARS. THE WORLD IS OUT OF OUR HANDS, PAL. YOU JUST GOTTA MAKE YOUR OWN WEIRD WAY IN IT.

UM, YES, THANK YOU, MISS GRUNDY.

YOU SEE...SOMETIMES THINGS ARE OUT OF ONE'S HANDS AND--

I...I JUST WANTED TO NOTIFY EACH CLASS OF SOME... CHANGES IN PERSONNEL HERE AT RIVERDALE HIGH.

--I'M SORRY, BUT I DON'T HAVE ALL DAY.

THE SCHOOL BOARD HAS DECIDED THAT RIVERDALE HIGH NEEDS TO BE UPDATED FOR A MORE MODERN CURRICULUM. PART OF THAT INVOLVES SOME STAFFING CHANGES, STARTING TODAY...

...MR. WEATHERBEE WILL NO LONGER BE YOUR PRINCIPAL.
NOT JUST BURGERS
(but mostly burgers)
From comic superstars Chip Zdarsky and Erica Henderson
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